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Gilbert was the heir to the Young Family and since he was the leader amongst the second generation of the Youngs, he was far

more respected than anyone in the third generation. Elder Young decided to show his respect for the Shears by sending Gilbert

to the ceremony.

“Alright. Dad, there’s something else,” Gilbert said hesitantly with a serious expression, “a few days ago, Iris utilized the family’s

forces to help that brat, Leon Wolf, and this could not mean anything good.”

He only learned that Iris used the family’s influence to help search for someone in Leon’s place, but he was not informed of

further details.

Iris was always stubborn and refused to rely on the Young Family because of her estranged relationship with

Gilbert, yet she made an exception for Leon’s sake.

Gilbert was concerned, to say the least.

“Something like that happened?” Elder Young was surprised. He knew Iris and if she was willing to make an exception for Leon,

it only meant that Leon had a special place in her heart.

“Dad, Leon’s just a divorced orphan with no family background or power. He’s in no way a compatible match for Iris! We need to

interfere before Iris walks into his trap!” Gilbert said hastily. If Elder Young did not stop him, he would have acted against Leon

long ago as he would never allow a good–for–nothing to remain by his daughter’s side.

“It’s fine. Iris had a lonely childhood and it’s good that she’s found a friend,” Elder Young said.

“That might be true, but we still have to be careful. Leon Wolf is a lowly orphan who was once married. If Iris starts dating him,

the Young Family will be the laughingstock for all of Springfield City!” Gilbert said worriedly.

“Well,” Elder Young mumbled hesitantly.

His granddaughter was always proud and brilliant, so it did not seem possible for her to fall in love with someone as lowly as

Leon. However, his confidence began to waver as Iris and Leon grew closer.

“Dad, we have to be cautious under all circumstances. Iris is inexperienced in relationships and might be fooled easily. I’m

worried that Leon would use her to get close to us so that he could profit in some way. If that happens, Iris will only end up

getting hurt!” Gilbert continued.

Convinced, Elder Young said, “Yeah, you are right.” Though he did not mind that Iris dated, Leon was far from an acceptable

match from all perspectives and he did not wish for Iris to get hurt. “How about this? Find a chance to talk to Leon Wolf and get

him to stay away from Iris! He has saved Iris and me, and the Youngs owe him, so you need to be more careful as to how you do

this. We mustn’t be ungrateful for the things he did for us!”

“Yeah. I will be careful.” Gilbert nodded, before leaving.

Meanwhile, in the mansion of the Southern King, Fane’s father, Vincent Poole received the invitation from the Shear Family as

well.
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